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INTRO Yoohoo x 8    C       (Alright now) 

                        C 
V1 Well we were sitting around last Saturday night and we didn’t know what to do. 
                    C 
 Well I was talking to my wife and she said, “Rodney, why it’s plainer to me than you. 
                   F 
 What we need is a little bit of home grown good old Aussie Rock’n’Roll.” 
            C 
 So I phoned up the friends and we had ‘em around and we made that neighbourhood go. 

                       D||             Bb||           G||         G||                        C||| 
BRIDGE We did  -  Good old,   good old,   Aussie   dance and sing. 

INTRO C    Yoohoo x 8    (Oh) 
  
             C 
V2 So we turned off the television, turned off the radio and the records too 
               C 
 and we took out the guitars and we took out the drums and the old piano tunes. 
               F 
 and we did what you’d call a little home grown good old Aussie, dance and sing. 
 C 
 Everybody jumped, everybody danced, everybody sang along. 

                       D||             Bb||           G||         G||                        C||| 
BRIDGE We did  -  Good old,   good old,   Aussie   dance and sing. 

  C|||||          F||||C|||||      Eb||||C|||||     Bb||||  G 
CHORUS  Yoohoo          Yoohoo          Yoohoo      (everybody, everybody, everybody) 
  C|||||          F||||C|||||      Eb||||C|||||     Bb||||  G          C 
CHORUS  Yoohoo          Yoohoo          Yoohoo      (ha ha        alright) 

        C 
V3 So come on over to our place people if you find you’ve got nothing to do. 
   C 
 Take out your guitars and your dancing shoes, we’re gonna go the whole night through. 
         F 
 And even if the copper comes a’knockin’ at the door, to tell us to quit the din, 
                      C 
 we’ll say, “Shake up the rest of the boys of the band, you’re all invited in.” 

                            D||             Bb||           G||         G||                        C||| 
BRIDGE And we will  -  Good old,   good old,   Aussie   dance and sing. 
                            G||              G||            G||         G||                        C||| 
BRIDGE       Good old,   good old,   Aussie   dance and sing.     (alright, alright?) 

  C|||||          F||||C|||||      Eb||||C|||||     Bb||||  G 
CHORUS  Yoohoo          Yoohoo          Yoohoo      (alright, let’s pick it up a bit) 

  C|||||          F||||C|||||      Eb||||C|||||     Bb||||  G 
CHORUS  Yoohoo          Yoohoo          Yoohoo      (alright) 

  C|||||          F||||C|||||      Eb||||C|||||     Bb||||  G            C||||| 
CHORUS  Yoohoo          Yoohoo          Yoohoo      (alright)


